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There are few books that should carry a warning on the cover – turning the pages
could be life altering.
Sydney author Aleksandra Zaric, who is set to make her mark upon the as yet
unsuspecting public, is making no excuses for the content of her ‘offering’ and taking
no prisoners.
Well aware of the effect financial constraints, employment and energy crisis have had
on all our lives, former Business Analyst Aleksandra has compiled her professional
acumen with spiritual know-how, to deliver one of the most effective and how-to-get
what-you-want books, ever written.
For that reason alone, ENERGY INTELLIGENCE, Personal Power Through Spiritual
Awareness, is perfect timing. Its fresh approach is unique - balancing the practical
with the metaphysical. Its easy-to-read content addresses not just the way our minds
work but how it impacts on our emotions, words and subsequent actions.
By applying techniques Aleksandra has used in the corporate world, and blending
them with simple but comprehensive guidelines, all the key tools to achieve these
hopes and aspirations are offered in new and innovative ways that will shock
everyone with their new view on reality!
“Energy Intelligence brings the major disciplines of self-help, guides for success,
spiritual growth, and new age, into one book. The most influential elements within
these fields, and across all denominations, have been merged into a book that offers a
refreshing path for busy people who demand the ability to reach goals without
stopping what they are doing,” says Aleksandra who has successfully applied them to
her own life.

But don’t take Aleksandra’s word for it – grab a copy of Energy Intelligence and
empower yourself! Be warned – the guidelines are not magical or mystical practices
but simple, practical processes that anyone can apply to their life to turn it around for
their own goals.
Australian Award Winning novelist Tom Flood, son of reputed author Dorothy
Hewitt, has been happy to pen his thoughts to Aleksandra’s inspiring book - with a
foreword. Tom now lives in NSW but grew up in Western Australia.

_____________________________
About the Author:

Aleksandra Zaric, a former Business Analyst in Project Management for many years,
has combined many of the practical techniques used in business with the spiritual
/metaphysical aspects to enormous success within her own life. An enterprising
woman, Aleksandra offers a refreshingly unique path for busy people seeking spiritual
nourishment enabling them to achieve their goals without stopping what they are
doing. Having laid claim to her destiny Aleksandra is adamant others should have the
same opportunity. Aleksandra is determined to help others achieve their own goals by
sharing her easy and commonsense methods.
A wife and mother of two young children, Aleksandra is a graduate of the University
of New England – Project Management - and a former contributor to the ‘Your
Home’ section within the Fairfax Community Newspaper Group, NSW.
Never one to rest on her laurels, Aleksandra is committed to relaying her ‘message’
that goals are readily achievable - and will be doing so at a number of bookstores and
libraries across the Sydney area with book launches and workshops. Aleksandra is
busy producing workbooks, CDs and writing another book.
Contact Aleksandra direct: 0405 385 019.
Email: info@aleksandrazaric.com
Website: www.aleksandrazaric.com
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